PAIGE SAGE

(Bay Filly, Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic)

BAY Filly; Foaled May 2, 2016; Brand 1P975

**PAIGE SAGE**

Consigned by Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

**STATEMENT**

Scanned clean by University of Illinois

---

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Illinois Concelled & Foaled - Downstate Classic

---

**PAIGE SAGE**

By SAGEBRAIN p,2,Q1:56.2; 3,1:53; 1:49 ($646,967) by Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4. 2016 IL Pacing Stallion of the Year. Sire of NJ'S BIG DEAL p,4,1:50.1, SLEAZY DOES IT (M) p,1:51.3, THE SLEAZY PRINCESS (M) p,3,1:52.2, DEE DEE SAGE (M) p,4,1:51.4, HOSTESS LISA (M) p,4,1:51.4, etc. 2017 two-year-olds include SHERIFF COFFEY p,2,1:55, ROLLIN COAL (M) p,2,1:56.3, BACKSTREET LAWYER p,2,1:56.4, MOLINA p,2,1:58, etc.

**1st Dam**

**ARTEMIS TSS** by Artiscape p,3,1:49.3. At 3, race timed 1:58.4. Dam of 10 of racing age including a 2-year-old, 6 winners. Dam of:

- **SCOTTERY TICKETS** p,2,1:55.2; 1:51.4 (g, Real Desire) ($199,853). 18 wins. At 2, race timed 1:52.2. At 3, second in leg Youthful Series at Woodbine; third in leg (at Woodbine) and Final (at Mohawk) of Diplomat Series and Final of Youthful Series. At 4, second in leg Clyde Hirt Series; third in leg Exit 16W Series.

- **RED RIVERBOAT** p,2,1:56.3f; 4,1:56f (h, Red River Hanover) ($118,820). 12 wins. At 2, 5 (3-0-2) and winner Premiers Pace at Northlands Park and Primary Pace at Northlands Park; third in Showdown Pace at Northlands. At 3, in Western Canada Pacing Derby elim.; second in TSS at Pocono; race timed 1:56.1f.

- **JOLT FROM THE BLUE** p,3,1:59.4f; 1:54.2f (g, Village Jolt) ($115,889). 27 wins. At 3, race timed 1:56.1f.

- **MR SHADOW** p,3,1:59.1; 1:55.4f; 1:53.4f (h, Red River Hanover) ($92,296). 13 wins. At 2, race timed 1:56.1f.

- **MAEVEY BEAN** p,2,2:06.2h; 3,2:04.1; 1:57.3f (m, McArdle) ($40,987). 6 wins. At 2, winner 2 PAFS; second in 2 PFS; third in PAFS; race timed 1:57.3h. At 3, third in PAFS at Dayton.

- **UNREAL APPEAL** p,2,2:08.4f; 1:52.4f (m, Real Desire) ($284,160). 11 wins. At 2, winner 2 PAFS; second in PAFS; third in PAFS; race timed 2:00.4f (finishing second).

- Sandy Sage (m, Sagebrush). Now 2.

**2nd Dam**

**COLD AND CLEAR** p,3,1:57.4; 3,1:54 ($180,883) by No Nukes p,3,1:52.1. At 2, 14 (9-1-0) winner 9 ILFS; second in ILFS; race timed 1:55.2. At 3, winner leg and Final Night Styles Series; second in leg Night Styles Series and Misteltoe Shalee Cons. Dam of 15 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 14 raced, 11 winners. Dam of:

- **COLD MIST** p,2,1:53.3f; 3,1:52.1f (m, McArdle) ($357,631). 5 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner $200,000 PASS Final at Chester Downs, $105,000 Bluegrass S. and PASS at The Meadows; second in 2 PASS at The Meadows and Keystone Classic at The Meadows; third in Countess Adios S.; race timed 1:52.4f. At 3, third in Adios Pick S.; race timed 1:56.1f.

- **MAYEVE BEAN** p,2,2:06.2h; 3,2:04.1; 1:57.3f (m, McArdle) ($40,987). 6 wins. At 2, winner 2 PAFS; second in 2 PFS; third in PAFS; race timed 1:57.3h. At 3, third in PAFS at Dayton.

- **UNREAL APPEAL** p,2,2:08.4f; 1:52.4f (m, Real Desire) ($284,160). 11 wins. At 2, winner 2 PAFS; second in PAFS; third in PAFS; race timed 2:00.4f (finishing second).

- Sandy Sage (m, Sagebrush). Now 2.

**3rd Dam**

**COLD CAPE COD** p,3,1:59h and **FLO FOUND GEORGE** p,3,1:51.4 (m, Dream Away) ($264,161). 18 wins. At 2, race timed 2:01f. At 3, winner Simcoe S. and Fan Hanover S. Cons.; second in NJSS; fourth in $175,000 NJSS Final at Chester Downs; $105,000 Bluegrass S. and PASS at The Meadows; second in 2 PASS at The Meadows and Keystone Classic at The Meadows; third in Countess Adios S.; race timed 1:52.4f. At 3, second in Adios Pick S.; race timed 1:56.1f.

- **LIMA C MEROCK** p,3,1:53.2.

- **FLO FOUND GEORGE** p,3,1:51 (m, Dream Away) ($264,161). 18 wins. At 2, race timed 2:01f. At 3, winner Simcoe S. and Fan Hanover S. Cons.; second in NJSS; fourth in $175,000 NJSS Final at Chester Downs; $105,000 Bluegrass S. and PASS at The Meadows; second in 2 PASS at The Meadows and Keystone Classic at The Meadows; third in Countess Adios S.; race timed 1:52.4f. At 3, second in Adios Pick S.; race timed 1:56.1f.

- **LIMA C MEROCK** p,3,1:53.2.

---

**STATEMENT**

Scanned clean by University of Illinois

---

**ENGAGEMENTS**

Illinois Concelled & Foaled - Downstate Classic

---